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Abstract 
Beigel, R. and J. Gill, Counting ulasses: thresholds, parity, mods, and fewness, Theoretical Computer 
Science 103 (1992) 3323. 
Counting classes consist of languages defined in terms of the number of accepting computations of 
nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines. Well-known examples of counting classes are 
NP, co-NP, + P, and PP. Every counting class is a subset of P#‘tr), the class of languages 
q computable in -olynomial time using a single call to an oracle capable of determining the number of 
accepting paths of an NP machine. 
Using closure properties of #P, we systematically develop a complexity theory for counting 
classes defined in terms of thresholds and moduli. An unexpected result is that MOD,, P = MODk P 
for prime k. 
Finally, we improve a result of Cai and Hemachandra (1990) by showing that recognizing 
languages in the class Few is as easy as distinguishing uniquely satisfiable formulas from unsatisfi- 
able formulas (or detecting unique solutions, as in Valiant and Vazirani (1986)). 
1. Introduction 
Valiant [27] defined the class #P of functions whose values equal the number of 
accepting paths of polynomial-time bounded nondeterministic Turing machines. 
Many interesting classes, such as PP [9, 211 
P#‘tl], the class of languages computable in 
a function in # P. 
A’A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 7th Annual Symposium on 
Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science, 1990, co-authored with U. Hertrampf 
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and @P [17, lo], are subclasses of 
polynomial time with one query to 
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Since a PP machine accepts when more than half of its paths accept, PP can be 
considered equivalent to computing the high-order bit of a # P function. Since a @ P 
machine accepts when an odd number of its paths accept, @P can be considered 
equivalent to computing the low-order bit of a #P function. 
It is natural to consider the relative difficulty of computing different bits of 
information about a # P function. In this paper, we look at subclasses of P # ptll that 
are defined in terms of thresholds and in terms of moduli. We obtain several 
relationships among these classes. (Some separations relative to an oracle appear in 
[4].) Next, we show that the class FewP is a subset of MODZ,P. Finally, we show that 
every language in the class Few is as easy as distinguishing uniquely satisfiable 
formulas from unsatisfiable formulas; along with our closure properties, this yields 
a new proof of Cai and Hemachandra’s [7] theorem that the class Few is a subset of 
MODk P. 
Notation 1.1. 
l PF denotes the class of polynomial-time-computable functions. 
l NPM denotes the class of all nondeterministic polynomial-time-bounded Turing 
machines. 
l N denotes an element of NPM. 
l x denotes an input string. 
l n or 1x1 denote the length of the input x. 
l PATHS(N,X) denotes the set of computation paths of N on x. 
l ACCEPT(N,X) denotes the set of accepting paths in PATHS(N, x). 
l p denotes a computation path. 
l 1st denotes the cardinality of the set S. 
l (. , .) denotes a pairing function that is computable and invertible in polynomial 
time. 
Note that for fixed N, the predicates 
~EPATHS(N,X) and ~EACCEPT(N,X) 
are polynomial-time-computable. 
2. Closure properties of # P 
The class # P was defined by Valiant [27]. 
Definition 2.1 (Valiant [27]). A function f belongs to # P if there is a nondeterminis- 
tic polynomial-time machine N such that f(x) is the number of accepting computa- 
tions of N with input x. 
Because we will be defining new classes in terms of # P, it is valuable to obtain some 
closure properties of # P. 
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Property 2.2 (Folklore). (i) #P is closed under addition. 
(ii) #P is closed under multiplication. 
Proof. Let fi and fi be functions in # P via N, and N2, respectively. 
(i) Define N to behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Guess CE{ 1,2}. 
Step 2: If c=l then guess a path ~EPATHS(N~,X). 
Step 3: If c=2 then guess a path ~EPATHS(N~,X). 
Step 4: Accept if p is an accepting path. 
Then fi +f2 is in #P via N. 
(ii) Define N to behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Guess (p1,p2)~~~r~s(N,,x)x~~~~~(N2,x). 
Step 2: Accept if both p1 and p2 are accepting paths. 
Then fi .f2 is in #P via N. 0 
We will see below that this property is true of more general sums and products. 
Valiant [26] defined the class UP of languages accepted by NP machines that have 
exactly one accepting path on strings in the language (and, of course, no accepting 
paths on strings not in the language). Machines with at most one accepting path are 
called categorical. By definition, UP GNP. 
Definition 2.3 (Valiant [26]). UP consists of those languages L for which there exists 
a nondeterministic polynomial-time machine N such that for all x 
IACCEPT(N,X)I= 
1 if XEL, 
0 if x#L. 
The class UPF is defined by analogy with the class UP. UPF is the class of 
functions computed by an NP machine with exactly one accepting computation. 
Definition 2.4. A function f belongs to UPF if there exists an NPM N such that for all 
x, 1 ACCEPT(N, x)1 = 1 and f(x) is equal to the output produced on the unique path in 
ACCEPT(N,x). 
The following result generalizes the closure of #P under addition and 
multiplication. 
Property 2.5. Let f be a function in #P. 
(i) For any LEUP and any integer k, the following function of x belongs to #P: 
c f(<X,Y)). 
IYI=IxI*. <%Y>EL 
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(ii) Let q be a function in UPF bounded by a polynomial in 1x1. Then the following 
function of x belongs to #P: 
n f((-% Y >). 
lCyQq(x) 
Proof. Suppose that fE #P via N. 
(i) Define N’ to behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Guess Y such that 1 yl = lx/“. 
Step 2: Categorically check that (x, y) E L.’ 
Step 3: Guess QEPATHS( N, (x, y)). 
Step 4: Accept if PEACCEPT(N, (x, y)). 
(ii) Define N’ to behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Categorically compute q( 1x1). 
Step 2: Guess P~EPATHS(N, (x, I)), . . . . ,o~(~)EPATHs(N, (x,~(x))). 
Step 3: Accept if P~EACCEPT(N, (x, l)), . . . . ~,,,,EAccEPT(N, (x,q(x))). q 
Note that part (ii) of Property 2.2 also follows from part (i) of this result, because 
multiplication is the same as repeated addition. 
Definition 2.6. Binomial and multinomial coefficients are defined as follows. 
(i) (i) is the coefficient of xk in the expansion of (x+ 1)“. 
(ii) (kl,.n,,k,,,) is the coefficient of x:1 ... xim in the expansion of (x1 + ... +x,)“. 
In parts (ii) and (iii) of the next result we obtain closure properties of #P that do not 
follow from closure under addition and multiplication. We will see later, in Theorems 
7.2 and 9.1, that these closure properties have surprising consequences. 
Property 2.7. If f belongs to # P and if g, g 1, . . ..gk are functions in UPF bounded by 
a polynomial in Ix I then the following functions of x are in # P: 
(i) f(~)~@‘. 
(ii) f(x) 
( 1 g(x) . 
(iii) f(x) 
Sl(X),..., > gk(X),f(X)-Cl~i~kui(x) 
Proof. Let f~ # P via N. We show that the functions of each part of this result are in 
# P via the following nondeterministic machines: 
(i) Define N’ to behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Categorically compute g(x). 
1 More formally, we nondeterministically guess a potential witness to (x,y)~L and we test the witness 
nondeterministically. If we have guessed an invalid witness then we reject. Otherwise, we continue the 
algorithm. If a valid witness exists then it will be unique; so this step will not affect the number of accepting 
paths. We use categorical checking and computing in this way in the remainder of this section. 
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Step 2: Guess an ordered g(x)-tuple (allowing duplicates) of paths in 
PATHS(N, X). 
Step 3: Accept if all g(x) paths accept. 
(This also follows from Property 2.5(ii).) 
(ii) Define N’ to behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Categorically compute g(x). 
Step 2: Guess a set containing g(x) (distinct) paths in PATHS(N,X). 
Step 3: Accept if all g(x) paths accept. 
(iii) Define N’ to behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Categorically compute g1 (x), . . . , gk(x). 
Step 2: Guess an ordered k-tuple of pairwise disjoint subsets S1, . . . . Sk of 
PATHS(N, X) such that lSil =gi(x) for each i. 
Step 3: Accept if all paths in S1u...uSk accept. 0 
Property 2.8. Let f be a function in # P bounded by a polynomial in 1 x I. 
(i) The function 2/(*‘- 1 belongs to #P. 
(ii) More generally, for every integer k 3 2 the function ks’“‘- 1 belongs to #P. 
Proof. Let fe # P via N and let q be a polynomial such that f(x) d q( 1 x I) for all x. 
(i) Let N’ behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Guess a nonempty set SEPATHS(N,X) such that ISl<q(lxl). 
Step 2: Accept if S s ACCEPT(N, x). 
(This also follows from Property 2.7(ii) and Property 2.5(i) by the binomial 
theorem.) 
(ii) A multiset is a “set” that may contain duplicates; that is, a multiset is a function 
from a universe to the nonnegative integers. Let N’ behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Guess a nonempty multiset S of paths belonging to PATHS(N,X) such 
that ISI b(k- l)q(lxl) and such that no element appears in S more than k- 1 
times. 
Step 2: Accept if every element of S belongs to ACCEPT(N, x). 
(This also follows from Property 2.7(iii) and Property 2.5(i) by the multinomial 
theorem.) 0 
3. Counting classes 
Many well-known complexity classes can be defined in terms of nondeterministic 
polynomial-time machines by appropriate interpretation of the results of all possible 
computation paths. NP, PP, US [6], and members of the polynomial-time hierarchy 
[ 16,231 are examples of such complexity classes. Counting classes consist of languages 
in which acceptance is determined by the number of accepting computations. 
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Definition 3.1. For a relation R(x, a,~) we define CPR(x,a,kj to be the class of lan- 
guages L for which 
(3N)(tlx)[x~L o R(x, IACCEPT(N,X)I,IPATHS(N,X)J)]. 
For example, NP is the counting class defined by R(x, CI, z)sa>O, and PP is the 
counting class defined by R (x, ~1, TC) E CI > 37~. 
Some researchers have considered machines that are defined to accept when exactly 
t(x) paths accept; others have considered machines that accept when at least t(x) 
paths accept. Still others take t(x) to be a fraction of all paths, rather than an 
absolute number. Classes that arise from such considerations include US [6] and 
PP [9,21]. The following definition introduces notation for some of these counting 
classes. 
Definition 3.2. 
. CP=f(x,=CP,=f(,,. 
l CP=Scx,n,=CP,=S(,,.). 
l CP 3f(x)=CP&/(,). 
a CP >S(x,n)=CPaz”fcx,R,. 
l CP= = USE&P+). 
l CP3 = u/#CPaJ(,). 
. oP=cPl,l(,,Q). 
In the notation of the above definition, NP is CPa 1, co-NP is CP,,, US is CP= 1, 
and PP is CP>L~,~,+~. 
The class CP= was first studied by Russo [ 191 and by Wagner [29]. The class CP+ 
was defined by Wagner [29], who showed it to be equal to PP. The classes CP,/(,, 
and CP af(XJ were studied by TorLn [25]. The class @ P was defined by Papadimitriou 
and Zachos [17] and by Goldschlager and Parberry [lo]. 
4. Thresholds 
In this section, we consider machines whose acceptance is based on the number of 
accepting paths reaching some threshold. Thresholds were studied in [21]. We present 
one framework in which computational power is a monotone function of the 
threshold, and another framework in which computational power is independent of 
the threshold. 
Theorem 4.1. Iff and g are polynomial-time-computable functions such that f(x) <g(x) 
for every x then 
(i) CP=s(,,LCP=9(Xj. 
(ii) CP >S(X)~CP>cS(X). 
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Proof. Let N be a nondeterministic polynomial-time machine. Since #P is closed 
under addition, there is a machine N’ such that 
IACCEPT(N’,X)I=IACCEPT(N,X)[+(S(X)-f(x)). 
Then 
(i) IACCEPT(N,X)I=~(X) iff IACCEPT(N’,X)I=~(X), and 
(ii) IACCEPT(N,X)~>~(X) iff IACCEPT(N’,X)/>g(X). 0 
The containments above need not be proper. For example, if g(x) is a polynomial in 
1x1 then CP,,=CP,,(,, and CP2,=CPk,(,,. On the other hand, if f is much less 
than g then there is an oracle that makes the containments above proper. 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that for all strings x, f(x)<g(x). Suppose further that for 
every polynomial p there exist injnitely many strings x such that (f(x)+ l)p(lxl)<g(x) 
and (f(x) + l)p( I x I) + g(x) < 2’“‘. Then there exists an oracle A such that 
(i) CPA,/,,, c CPA,,,,, . 
(ii) CPA,s(Xj c CP$,,,,. 
Proof. The containments follow because the proof of Theorem 4.1 relativizes. We 
construct oracles relative to which they are proper. 
Let Nt denote the eth nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine with 
oracle B (assumed to run in time pe( 1x1)= Ixl’+e on input x). Fix a two-character 
alphabet C. Let A =’ denote the set of strings in A having length n. 
(i) We use a simple forcing argument in order to construct A such that for every 
e there exists x such that 
IACCEPT(N&X)I #f(x) o IA=I”)I =g(x). 
Thus, {x: IA=‘x’I=g(x)}~CPA=S(x), implying the desired separation. 
Stage 0: Let A =8 and n=O. 
Stage e: Find a string x such that lxl>n, (f(~)+l)p~(lxI)<g(x), and 
(f(x)+ l)Pe(14)+dxK2’x’. 
Step 1: If there exists a set BGZ)“~ such that 
IACCEPT(N~“~,X)I>~(X)+ 1 
then let B be such a set having minimum cardinality. In particular, IBI < 
f(x+ l)p,(Jxl). Let C containg(x)- IBI strings oflength 1x1 that are not queried 
by the lexically first f(x)+ 1 paths in IACCEPT(NZ~~~,X)I. (This set 
C exists because (f(x)+ l)p,(lxl)<g(x) and (f(x)+ l)p,(lxl)+g(x)<21X1.) Let 
A = AuBu C, let n = pe( I x I), and go to stage e + 1. Otherwise go to step 2. 
Step 2: If there exists a set BE Zl”) such that 
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then let B be the smallest such set. Note that IBI <y(x) because 
f(x)p,(lxl)<g(x). Let A=AuB,let n=p,((x(), and go to stage e+ 1. Otherwise, 
just go to step 3. 
Step 3: Let C contain exactly g(x) strings of length (xl, let A =AuC, let 
n=~~(lxI), and go to stage e+ 1. 
If the condition of step 1 is met then IACCEPT(N$,X)I>~(X), but IA=l”ll=g(x). 
Otherwise, if the condition of step 2 is met then IACCEPT(N!,X)I=~(X), but 
I A=‘“’ I <g(x). Otherwise, step 3 ensures that IACCEPT(N~,X)~<~(X), but 
IA=‘“‘I=g(x). 
(ii) Similar to part (i). Just skip step 1 of the construction. 0 
It would be interesting to know when CPEI(,) =CPEfcX,+ I and when 
CP bj(x)=CPaf(x,+l’ 
In the remainder of this section, we consider machines that are defined to accept 
when the number of accepting paths exceeds some function of the total number of 
paths. In this framework, we show that computational power does not depend on the 
threshold. 
Lemma 4.3.2 Let r and s be polynomial-time-computable, rational-oaluedfinctions such 
that 0 <r(x) < 1 and 0 <s(x) < 1 for all x. 
(if CP =r,x)n=CP=scx,n. 
(ii) CP,.,,,,=CP >s(x)n. 
(Remark. Since r(x)n and s(x)n need not be integers, part (i) may not be entirely 
satisfying.) 
Proof. We show that CP,,(,)n~CP=s(X)n and CPar(+~CPBs(+. The equalities then 
follow by symmetry. Let p(x) be the least common denominator of s(x) and r(x). By 
interchanging accepting and rejecting paths if necessary, we may assume without loss 
of generality that O<s(x)<r(x)< 1. Let N be a nondeterministic polynomial-time 
machine. Let N’ behave as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Guess t such that 1~ t<p(x)r(x). 
Step 2: Guess ~EPATHS(N, x). 
Step 3: If t<p(x)s(x) and PEACCEPT(N,X) then accept, else reject. 
Then 
’ In the STACS ‘90 proceedings, we noted in passing that if two threshold functions are not polynomially 
related then the corresponding classes are distinct; this claim is not true in the current framework. We also 
remarked that if two threshold functions are polynomially related then the corresponding classes are equal; 
we have established this claim only for the current framework, where it is clearly an understatement. We 
regret any confusion that we may have caused. 
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IACCEPT(N',X)I s(x) IACCEPT(N,X)J 
IPATHS(N',X)( r(x) IPATHS(N,X)I 
Therefore, 
IACCEPT(N,X)I=~(X)IPATHS(N,X)I o IACCEPT(N',X)~=S(X)IPATHS(N',X)I, 
IACCEPT(N,X)j>,r(X)IPATHS(N,X)I 0 IACCEPT(N',X)I),S(X)IPATHS(N',X)\. 
Thus, CP,,(,,,GCP=,(,,, and CP31cxjn~CP3s(xjn. 0 
Hence, we have the following partial characterization. 
Theorem 4.4. Let r be u polynomial-time-computable rational-valued function. Then 
(i) CP 
co-NP if r(x) is identically 0 or r(x) is identically 1, 
=r(x)rr= 
i CP= if O<r(x)< 1 for all x. 
{C*} if r(x) is identically 0, 
(4 CP~W~= 
! 
co-NP if r(x) is identically 1, 
PP if O<r(x)< 1 for all x. 
5. Number theory 
In studying @ P and other subclasses of P #‘tl] defined in terms of moduli, we will 
need to use some facts from number theory. 
Theorem 5.1 (Fermat). Let p be prime. Then 
p_l_ O(modp) if a=O(modp) 
a 
= 1 (modp) otherwise. 
We obtain a useful corollary about square-free integers. 
Definition 5.2. An integer is square-free if it is not divisible by the square of any 
positive integer larger than one. 
We write plk to denote that p is a divisor of k. 
Corollary 5.3. Let k be odd and square-free. Let 
i.= n (p-l). 
plk,pprime 
Then u”+v”=O(modk) ifand only ifu=v=O(modk). 
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Proof. If u=u~O(modk) then, obviously, u”+u”=O(mod k). For the converse, 
assume without loss of generality that u$O(mod k). Since k is odd and square- 
free, there is an odd prime p such that pi k, but u f O(mod p). Then 
ul~(uP-l)l/(P-l)=lli(P-l)~l( modp), where the second-to-last equivalence is by 
Fermat’s theorem. Similarly, Y’ is either 0 or 1 modulo p. Therefore, ua + u’ is either 
1 or 2 modulo p, and so u’+ v’ is not divisible by p since p > 2. Since p is a divisor of k, 
we conclude that u’+v” is not divisible by k. 0 
Theorem 5.4 (Kummer). Let p be prime, and let n = a + b. Then 
n 0 -O(modp’) a 
if and only if the number of carries when adding a to b in base p is at least c. 
See [12, Exercise 1.2.6-1 l] for a proof. We will need only the following corollary of 
Kummer’s theorem. 
Corollary 5.5. Let p be prime. Then 
n 0 Pk =O(modp) 
if and only if the coeficient of pk in the base-p expansion of n is zero. 
Proof. Suppose that the coefficient of pk in the base-p expansion of n is not zero. Using 
base p arithmetic, we have 
n =d,p” + ... +dkpk +dk_lpk-l + ... +dopO, 
pk = +Pk +o + ... +o, 
n-pk z&p” + . . . +(dk-l)pk+dk_Ipk-l+ ... +d,,p’, 
so pk can be added to n-pk in base p without carrying. On the other hand, if the 
coefficient of pk in the base-p expansion of n is zero then the coefficient of pk in the 
base-p expansion of n -pk must be p - 1; therefore, there must be a carry when adding 
1 to p- 1 in the pk’s position. The corollary follows from Kummer’s theorem with 
c=l. q 
6. MOD classes 
In this section, we define @ P and the related classes MODkP for k > 2. Complete 
problems for MODkP include the set of all formulas f such that the number of 
satisfying assignments of f is not congruent to zero modulo k. We prove closure 
properties and relations among these classes. (Similar results for circuit complexity 
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were stated without proof in [22].) In Section 9, these closure properties will permit 
a simple proof that Cai and Hemachandra’s [7] class Few is a subset of MODkP. 
The class @P was defined by Papadimitriou and Zachos [17]. Recall that 
@ P = CP,, , cmod2j. We will consider the analogous classes defined in terms of arbit- 
rary moduli. 
Definition 6.1. For every positive integer k, 
MOW=Wx+~~rno~~p~ 
That is, a language L belongs to MODkP if there exists N such that 
XE L o 1 ACCEPT( N, x) ( f 0 (mod k). 
According to the above definition, if L belongs to MODkP via N then x$L when 
N has zero accepting paths (in analogy to NP). We show below that there is nothing 
special about the residue 0 (mod k); any other residue gives rise to the same class 
MODk P. 
Theorem 6.2. For every integer j, 
MOD,P=CPa+j(xmdk). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume 0 <j < k. Let 
~=cpx$j(modk)~ 
Let LEMOD~P via N. Since #P is closed under addition, there is a machine 
N’ENPM such that for all x 
IACCEPT(N’,X)I=IACCEPT(N,X)~+~, 
so 
I~~~~~~(N’,x)lfj(modk) o l~~~~~~(N,x)lfO(modk). 
Therefore, MODk P s %?. 
Conversely, let LE%’ via N. There is a machine N’ENPM such that for all x 
IACCEPT(N’,X)I=IACCEPT(N,X)I+~-j, 
so 
3 Since a MOD, gate outputs 1 whenever the sum of its inputs is O(mod k), researchers in circuit 
complexity may prefer to define MOD, P = CP, EO(mo,J k).When k is prime we will show that MODI,P is 
closed under complement, so that the definitions are equivalent. When k is composite, we do not believe 
that MOD,P is closed under complement; and there are oracles that back up our belief [S]. We prefer our 
definition because we want machines to reject when all paths reject. 
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Therefore, %? G MODk P. 0 
When k is prime, we have the following normal form for languages in MODkP. 
Theorem 6.3. Let k be prime. 
(i) A language L is in MODkP ifs there exists N such that for every x 
IACCEPT(N,X)I= 
1 (mod k) f XEL, 
O(mod k) $ x$L. 
(ii) More generally, if i $ j (mod k), then LE MODk P iff there exists N such that for 
every x 
i(mod k) if XEL, 
if x$L. 
Proof. 
(i) If such a machine N exists then LEMOD~P by definition. Conversely, assume 
that LEMOD~P via a machine N. By Property 2.7(i), there is a machine N’ such that 
for all x 
{ 
1 (mod k) if I ACCEPT( N, x) I + 0 (mod k), 
E O(modk) if IACcEPT(N,x)]=o(mOdk), 
by Fermat’s theorem. 
(ii) If such a machine N exists then we can add (k-j)mod k to the number of 
accepting paths to obtain LEMOD~P. Conversely, assume that LEMOD~P via the 
machine N’ constructed in part (i). Since #P is closed under addition and multiplica- 
tion, there is a machine N” such that for all x 
IACCEPT(N”,X)I=(~-~).~AccEPT(N’,x)I+~ 
i(modk) if \ACCEPT(N’,X)\E~(~~~~), 
j(modk) if IAccEPT(N’,x)l=O(modk). 0 
Papadimitriou and Zachos [17] proved that the class @P is equal to @ P@‘. We 
will prove the same for MODkP whenever k is prime. First, it will be helpful to define 
a generalization of Long’s [ 151 nondeterministic many-one reducibility. 
Definition 6.4. Let Q be any predicate. A < ,,, cpQ(zjL? if there exists ~EPF and a constant 
k such that 
xeA 0 Q(I(Y: M=lxlk and .f(x,~)~BIl). 
For the sake of intuition, consider a machine NsNPMB that guesses a string y of 
length lxlk and accepts if f(x, Y)EB. The machine N <zpQ@‘-reduces A to B if XEA 
whenever the number of accepting paths of N on input x satisfies Q. 
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Proposition 6.5. If GT? is closed under complement, join, polynomial-time conjunctive 
reducibility, and d z’Q(*)-reducibility, then %T = CP&,,. 
Proof. Let BE%’ and let AECP;,,, via N. Consider the following algorithm: On input 
x, (1) guess a computation p (including oracle answers) of NB(x); (2) verify that 
p accepts; (3) verify that all oracle answers in p are correct (the same as those given by 
oracle B). 
Since V is closed under complement, join, and polynomial-time conjunctive reduci- 
bility, step (3) can be accomplished via a single query to a set B’ in GY?. Furthermore, the 
number of accepting paths for this algorithm is equal to the number of accepting 
computations of N. Let f(x, p) produce the query from (3). Then A 6~pQ@‘B’ via f; 
so AEV. q 
Lemma 6.6. Let k be prime. 
(4 MODkP is closed under intersection. 
(ii) MODkP is closed under polynomial-time conjunctive reducibility. 
(iii) MODkP is closed under complement. 
(iv) MODkP is closed under union. 
(v) MODk P is closed under polynomial-time disjunctive reducibility. 
(vi) MODkP is closed under join. 
(vii) MODk P is closed under d ioDkP-reducibility. 
Proof. (i) Let L1 and L2 be languages in MODkP via machines N, and Nz, respect- 
ively. Since # P is closed under multiplication, there is a machine N3 such that for 
every x 
Since k is prime, 1 ACCEPT( N3, x) I + 0 (mod k) if and only if 
(AccEPr(N1,x)IfO(modk) and IAccEPT(N2,x)lfO(modk). 
Therefore, L1 nL2 E MODk P. 
(ii) This is similar to (i). A conjunctive reduction computes a truth-table reduction 
using a polynomial-size AND function. We can simulate the polynomial-size AND 
function by forming a polynomial-size product (using Property 2S(ii)). 
(iii) Let LEMOD,P via N. For any integer j let 
Lj={X: (AccEPT(N,x)[fj(modk)}. 
Then 
L= n Lj. 
l<j<k 
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Since each Lj belongs to MOD,P and MODkP is closed under intersection, 
&MODkP. (This property also follows from Theorem 6.3(ii).) 
(iv) This follows from (i) and (iii) by DeMorgan’s laws. 
(v) This follows from (ii) and (iii) by DeMorgan’s laws. 
(vi) Obvious. 
(vii) Let Ad, MoDrPB via f; where BeMOD,P. By Theorem 6.3(i) there exists an 
NPM Ms such that for every x 
) ACCEPT(MB, X)1 = 
1 (modk) if XEB, 
O(mod k) if x&B. 
Construct a machine M that behaves as follows on input x: 
Step 1: Guess y such that Jy j = JxJk. 
Step 2: Nondeterministically simulate MB on input f(x, y). 
First suppose that x#A. Then the number of y’s such that f(x,y)~B is congruent 
to O(mod k). For each such y, IACCEPT(M~,~(X, y))l= 1 (mod k). For the other 
y’s, 1 ACCEPT (MB,f(x, y))l =O(mod k). Therefore, / ACCEPT(M, x)1 is congruent to 
0.1 +O-O(modk). 
Now suppose that XEA. Then the number of y’s such that f(x,y)~B is congruent 
to 1 (mod k). Therefore, IACCEPT(M, x)1 is congruent to 1 .l +0 = 1 (mod k). Thus, 
AEMOD~P via M. q 
By combining the preceding results we have the following theorem and corollary. 
Theorem 6.7. Zf k is prime then MODk P = MODk PMoDkP. 
Corollary 6.8. If k is prime then MODkP is closed under polynomial-time Turing 
reductions. 
7. Closure under union and a characterization of MODkP 
Building on some of our results, Hertrampf [l l] has discovered a very nice 
characterization of MODkP in terms of the prime factorization of k. As a corollary, he 
has proved that MODkP is closed under union for every k.4 On the other hand, there 
is an oracle relative to which MODkP is not closed under intersection [S]. 
A key step towards Hertrampf’s characterization is our result that 
MODkiP = MOD,P for prime k (Theorem 7.2). For the sake of completeness, we 
follow our theorem with a proof of Hertrampf’s main results (Theorem 7.4 and 
Corollaries 7.5-7.7). 
Proposition 7.1. Zfjl k then MODjP E MODkP. 
4As mentioned in an earlier footnote, researchers in circuit complexity may find it more natural to work 
with the class co-MOD,P, which is closed under intersection, but may not be closed under union. 
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Proof. Let k = hj. If LEMODjP via N then, since #P is closed under multiplication, 
there is a machine N’ such that I ACCEPT( N’, x) I= h. 1 ACCEPT(N, x)1 for every x. There- 
fore, 
IACCEPT(N,X)IEO(~~~~) o IACCEPT(N’,X)I=O(~~~~). 0 
If p is a prime that is not a divisor of k then we expect that MOD,P $ MODk P; this 
belief is supported by oracle constructions [S]. 
Next we show that prime powers and primes are equally useful as moduli. Similar 
results seem to have been known for some time by some circuit researchers. Chandra 
et al. [S] showed that MODzi gates are AC0 truth-table-reducible to MOD2 gates. 
Smolensky [22] noted without proof that MODki gates are AC0 reducible to MODk 
gates for every prime k. Recently, Barrington [3] noted that the reduction in [S] could 
be made to work for every prime k, and that a single MODk gate suffices for the 
reduction. 
Theorem 7.2. If k is prime then MODk,P = MOD,Pfir every i3 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 7.1, MODk P E MODk, P. We prove the reverse inclusion by 
induction on i. Assume that the theorem is true for some i 2 1. Let LEMOD,~ + L P via 
N. A number m is divisible by k’+’ if and only if 
(1) m is divisible by k’, and 
(2) the coefficient of k’ in the base-k expansion of m is 0. 
Condition (2) is equivalent to (z) = 0 (mod k) by Corollary 5.5. Therefore, 
IACCEPT(N,X)I~O(~~~~“~) o 
IACCEPT(N,X)I~O(~~~~‘) or ‘AccEp~!N’ x)’ f 0 (mod k). 
Let 
Li={x: IACCEPT(N,X)IfO(mOdk’)}, 
and 
Then L = L1uLz. By the induction hypothesis, L1 is in MODkP. By Property 2.7(ii), 
there is a machine Nz such that for all x 
IACCEPT(N~,X)I = 
IACCEPT(N,X)I 
> 
ki . 
Therefore, L2~MODkP via Nz. Since MODkP is closed under union, 
LEMOD~P. Cl 
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Because we expect PP to be incomparable to BP, we expect that computing the 
highest-order bit of #P functions is incomparable in difficulty to computing the 
lowest-order bit of #P functions. However, the proof technique used above allows us 
to show that computing the b(n)th low-order bit of a #P function for small b is exactly 
as difficult as computing the lowest-order bit of a #P function. 
Theorem 7.3. Let bit,(i) denote the bth low-order bit of i (more precisely, L i/2’J mod 2). 
Let b be a function in UPF such that b(n)=O(logn). Then 
Proof. Computing the b(n)th low-order bit of a #P function is the same as checking 
condition (2) in the preceding proof with i= b(n) and k=2. Since 2’ is bounded by 
a polynomial, that check is in MOD2 P by Property 2.7(ii). For the converse, we can 
use Property 2.2 to multiply the number of accepting paths by 2b(“). 0 
The next theorem brings us closer to Hertrampf’s characterization. 
Theorem 7.4 (Hertrampf [l 11). Let j and k be relatively prime. Then LEMODjkP 
ifand only ifthere exist L,EMOD,P and Lk~MODkP such that L=LjuLk. 
Proof. Assume that L belongs to MOD,,P via N. Then let 
Li={x: IAccEPT(N,x)IPO(mOdi)), 
for i = j, k. Clearly, L = Lju L,. 
Conversely, let Lip MODi P via NC for i =j, k. Since #P is closed under addition and 
multiplication, there is a machine N such that 
Now, LjuLk~MODj,P via N. 0 
Corollary 7.5 (Characterization; Hertrampf [ 111). Let the prime factorization of k be 
p;’ ...pk”;;“. Then LEMOD,P ifand only ifthere exist L1~MOD,, P, . . . . L,EMOD~P 
such that L=L,u...uL,. 
Proof. By Theorem 7.2, MOD,,,,P= MOD, P. Now the corollary follows from the 
preceding theorem by induction: 0 
Corollary 7.6 (Hertrampf [l I]). Let the prime factorization of k be p;’ ... p$‘. Then 
MODk P = MOD,, pm P. 
Corollary 7.7 (Hertrampf [l 11). For every k, MODkP is closed under union. 
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Proof. Recall that MOD,P is closed under union for each prime p, and apply 
Corollary 7.5. 0 
Hertrampf [ 1 l] has a simple proof that MODk P is closed under intersection if and 
only if it is closed under complement, and his proof relativizes. There is an oracle 
A such that MODkPA is not closed under complement and, hence, not closed under 
intersection [S]. 
8. Subclasses of NP 
We can define “counting subclasses” of NP by placing a restriction on the number 
of accepting paths for strings in the language. Classes defined in this way include 
R [l, IS], UP, and Allender’s [2] class FewP defined by analogy to UP. 
Definition 8.1. A language L is in FewP if there exist N and a polynomial q such that 
L is accepted by N and N has at most q( 1x1) accepting paths for every x. 
We define the class MODZkP, which is a subclass of NP corresponding to 
MODI, P. 
Definition 8.2. MODZ,P consists of those languages L for which there exists a non- 
deterministic polynomial-time machine N such that for all x 
/~cc~~~(N,x)IfO(modk) if XEL, 
IACCEPT(N, x)I =0 if x#L. 
Note that MODZ,Pr MOD,PnNP. We do not know whether the inclusion is 
proper. However, we have constructed oracles relative to which this is the case [4]. 
Most of the closure properties we obtained for MOD,P go through for MODZ,P 
with essentially the same proof. The only major difference is in proving closure under 
union; here we use Fermat’s theorem in a novel way. 
Theorem 8.3. (i) If k is prime then MODZkP is closed under intersection. 
(ii) If k is prime then MODZkP is closed under polynomial-time conjunctive 
reducibility. 
(iii) If k is prime and if 0 (mod k), then LEMODZ~ P ifs there exists N such that for 
every x 
IAccEPr(N,x)I-i(modk) ifxEL, 
(ACCEPT(N,X)I =0 if x$L. 
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(iv) If k is odd and square-free then MOD&P is closed under union. 
(v) Zfjl k then MODZ,P E MODZkP. 
(vi) If k is an odd prime then MODZki P = MODZk P for euery i >, 1. 
Proof. (i) Same as the proof of Lemma 6.6(i). 
(ii) Same as the proof of Lemma 6.6(ii). 
(iii) Same as the proof of Theorem 6.3 with j=O. 
(iv) Let 
/I= n (p-1). 
plkpprime 
Let L1 and L2 be in MODk P via N1 and Nz, respectively. Because #P is closed under 
multiplication and addition, there is a machine N3 such that 
By Corollary 5.3, the only solution of u”+u”-O(mod k) is u=u-O(mod k). There- 
fore, /~~~~~‘r(N~,x)[fO(modk) iff XEL,UL~. 
(v) Same as the proof of Proposition 7.1. 
(vi) We use (iv) to obtain closure under union. The remainder of the proof is the 
same as the proof of Theorem 7.2. 0 
9. Fewness 
Cai and Hemachandra [7] proved a surprising result: the class Few (defined below) 
is a subset of MODk P for every k > 2 (that result has been generalized by Kijbler et al. 
[IA]). In this section, we prove a similar result: FewPcMODZkP for every ka 2. 
Although this result can also be obtained by a close inspection of Cai and Hema- 
chandra’s proof, our proof will be simpler. Finally, we show that every language in the 
class Few is as easy as distinguishing categorical acceptance from nonacceptance. This 
generalizes Cai and Hemachandra’s result. 
Theorem 9.1. Zf k > 2 then FewP c MODZkP. 
Proof. Let LEFewP via a machine N. By Property 2.8(ii), there is a machine N’ such 
that for every x 
[~cc~p~(N’,x)( =klACCEPT(N,I)I- 1 
fO(modk) if IACCEPT(N,X)~>~ 
=o if )ACCEPT(N,X)/=O. q 
SchGning [20] applied similar techniques to the case k=2. 
Cai and Hemachandra [7] defined the class Few as follows. 
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Definition 9.2. A language L belongs to the class Few if there exist a nondeterministic 
polynomial-time machine N, a polynomial q such that IACCEPT(N, x)1 <q( [xl), and 
a polynomial-time-computable predicate R such that XEL iff R(x, IACCEPT(N, x)1). 
Equivalently, a language L belongs to Few if LEP#~[‘] via a #P oracle whose 
output u&e is bounded by a polynomial in the input length. Now we show that 
every language in Few is as easy as distinguishing categorical acceptance from 
nonacceptance. 
Theorem 9.3. Let Q be any predicate such that Q(1) = 1 and Q(O)=O. Then 
and in fact every language in Few is polynomial-time bounded-depth Boolean-formula- 
reducible to a language in CPPca,. 
Proof. Let LEFew via machine N and polynomial-time-computable predicate R. Let 
Lk{ (C)‘,x): Q( ( I*ccEP;(N’x)‘))}. 
Then L’ECP P(aJ by Property 2.7(ii). Note that 
( 
IACCEPT(N,X)I 1 if i=lAcc~~T(N,x)l, 
i 0 if i>lACCEPT(N,X)I. 
Therefore. 
~ACCEPT(N,X)~=max(i: (O’,X)EL’]. 
Consequently, 
L(x)=R(x,max{i: (O’,X)EL’}) 
= 
” ( 
R(x,i)AL’((O’,x))A /j lL’((O’,X)) ; 
OQiSq(lx() ( i<j~q(lxl) 1) 
so, in fact, L is polynomial-time-reducible to L’ via a Boolean formula with 
depth 2. 0 
Valiant and Vazirani have shown that if it is possible to distinguish uniquely 
satisfiable formulas from unsatisfiable formulas in polynomial time then R=NP. 
Toda [24] has implicitly shown that the same hypothesis implies P=FewP. Our 
theorem above implies a further collapse. 
Corollary 9.4. If it is possible to distinguish uniquely satisjiable formulas from unsatisj- 
able formulas in polynomial time then P = Few. 
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The following result was proved previously via different techniques by Cai and 
Hemachandra [7]. 
Corollary 9.5. !f k 3 2 then Few c MODk P. 
Proof. By Proposition 7.1, it suffices to prove this result for prime k. By the preceding 
theorem, Few G PMoDkP, which is equal to MODkP by Corollary 6.8. 0 
Independently of this research, Kobler [13] has discovered the lovely theorem that 
Few G PFewP. His theorem can be used in alternate proofs of Corollaries 9.4 and 9.5. 
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